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Join us in supporting Turkiye and Syria

As we're sure all of you are aware last Monday morning at 4 am
local time a major earthquake (registering 7.8 on the Richter

scale) shook the southeast of Turkey and the northwest of Syria.
It was the largest earthquake to hit Turkey in over 80 years.

Then, unfortunately just over 9 hours later, a second earthquake -
registered at 7.5 - struck the same region.  The devastation to

infrastructure and homes has been incredible. The loss of life has
been overwhelming. So many are still missing and many are

without homes or essentials as winter wears on.

It has been heartbreaking to watch and hear the stories of
peoples' loss and desperation. We have been thinking about and

praying for friends, believers and their families living in this
region. We contacted some of them and all are alive, but many
have experienced loss of life among their family and friends as
well as loss of their homes. We heard from a Turkish sister in

Antakya (the ancient city of Antioch that is on the border of Syria)
who told us about the devastation in her city and the losses the

people in the small church there and their neighbours have
experienced. The CBC reported on the destruction in Antakya.
This is a city that we visited and ministered in many times when

we were living in Turkey. It's hard to imagine. 

We heard from another brother who lives just outside the city in a
small suburb called Harbiye. He lives there and owns an

apartment that he rented out for visitors. He sent us a video
showing his apartment building completely destroyed. We stayed
there so often it felt like home. He doesn't know what he's going

to do. 

We are weeping with those who mourn, but want to stand with
them as well in prayer and in helping those who are in greatest
need right now. It's not easy to know how best to help out in a

situation like this that is so crazy.

We are grateful that FAIR (Fellowship Aid and International Relief)
is partnering with some of our missionaries and their networks in

Turkey and Syria as well as another mission organization to
help funnel aid to this area and the people who are suffering

there. 

Please join us as we intercede for friends (Elmas, Erol, Suleyman),
other believers (in Antakya, Diyarbakir Gaziantep and other
cities), churches, Turks and Syrians as they live through this

disaster. Pray that God would provide for those in need and that
many might discover the hope of Jesus in the midst

of hopelessness.  
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If you would like to know more about FAIR's
earthquake relief project for Turkiye and Syria please

click here
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